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THAT  JOHN, Loan HOWARD, created  Duke of Norfolk by Richard III, was the man
responsible  for the  deaths  of  Edward  V and  Richard, Duke of York, is a
comparatively new theory.l For five  hundred  years  after they died, no  mention  is
made  of Howard in the  context  of the  murder.  The  first suggestio'n  that  he might
have  been involved  was  made  in 1844 by Payne  Collier, who edited  Howard’s
second  volume of  household  accounts. In them he found an  entry noting payment
made on May 21, 1483, to six men for a  day’s  labour  at the Tower, -to the
carpenter  for making three beds  and for two  sacks  of lime.2 The  reference  to the
beds  and lime set Payne  Collier’s  mind  working upon novel  lines, but his
suggestion  that  Howard  might  have  had something to do with the  murders  was
not followed up for  more  than  a  hundred  years.  A  much  more  elaborate  case  is
propounded by Melvin 1.  Tucker  in his biography of Thomas Howard, second
Duke  of Norfolk, John’s son and  heir.  He  bases  his case on “a strong motive and
a  series of interesting coincidences”.3 The motive was the Howards’ desire  to  gain
their rightful  half-share  of the  Mowbray inheritance of  the‘ dukes  of  Norfolk, at
that time  vested in Richard, Duke  of  York  and Norfolk, widower  of the  Mowbray
heiress, and  possibly the dukedom itself.‘ The  coincidences  may briefly be
summarised.  They include, according to  Tucker, the  fact  that  Howard  was
Constable  of the Tower and therefore had access to the  princes, the  entry in his
accéunts for the  beds  and lime, his  past  friendship with the  Protector, the  role  he
played in persuading the  queen  to give up York  and the  support  he continued to
give Richard for the  rest  of his  reign.

Interesting as it is, Tucker’s theory does  not  stand  up to  close  scrutiny.  To
take  the motive  first.  -Until the death of the  Mowbray heiress, Anne, Duchess  of
York, on  November  19, 1481, Howard  had no  reason  to  suppose  that he and his
cousin, William  Berkeley, would become  co-heirs to the inheritance, for Anne
might  well have  grown up and had  children  of her own.  After  her  death, Edward
IV  passed  an act of Parliament in 1483  confirming an intention he had  expressed
at the time of the children’s marriage in 1478, namely, that  in the  event  of Anne’s
death  without issue, the inheritance  would  remain vested  in her  husband, instead
of reverting, as was  customary, to her own family heirs.’ Although  Berkeley was
generously compensated  for his loss, there  is no evidence  that  Howard  was, yet he
continued  to  serve  Edward  conspicuously and faithfully.6 By 1483 he was an old
man and  a  very rich  one.  Neither  state  obviates  greed,  but together they may
reduce  the risks men are  prepared  to run to gain  more.  Nothing in Howard’s
career  before  1483  suggests  that he was  a  man of vaulting ambition and  indeed
there  is  some  evidence to the  contrary.  Nor  would  his gains  necessarily have been
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great. About  half  the Mowbray lands were  still' m the  gassession  of two widowed
duchesses, Anne’s mother and great-grandmother. Her mother had been
persuaded  by Edward  IV to forego  most  of her  dower  rights to increase the
inheritance of her daughter, but she would hardly be so generous to co-heirs.
Howard’s share' m  1483 would have amounted to no more than about thirty-five
manors. He had no claim at all upon the  titles.  On his death in 1476, John
Mowbray held  the  fitles  of Duke of Norfolk, Earl Marshal, Earl  Warcnne, Earl  of
Nottingham and Baron  Mowbray and  Segrave.  By the law of  England, Anne was
heiress in her own right  only to the baronies; the dukedom and earldoms fell into
abeyance  until  such  time  as a king chose to grant them  anew.  Edward IV chose to
grant  them  to his younger son in  contemplation  of his marriage to  Anne
Mowbray.  To kill  York  would not have gained  Howard  the  titles.  They depended
entirely on the willingness of the  king to grant them. Two days after he  became
king, Richard III granted the  inheritance  to the co-heirs and created  Howard
Duke of Norfolk and Berkeley Earl  of Nottingham. The earldom of Warenne (or
Surrey) Went to  Howard’s  heir.a In propounding his theory of the  murder, Tucker
has to place the deed  between June  16, when York joined his  brother  in the  Tower,
and  June  28, when  Howard received  the dukedom. Yet  this  is  surely contradicted
both by the  Great Chronicle  and Mancini, who  imply some  considerable  lapse of
time  between the boys’ disinheritancc and  their final disappearance from  view.9

Where Howard’s  opportunity for the murder is  concerned, the case  seems to
be based largely on the  premise  that he was Constable of the  Tower during the
Protectorship.  This is  incorrect.  The last official grant relating to the  office  of
Constable was  made in 1479 to Howard.lo This has led a number of later  writers,
including Tucker, to assume that he was Constable at the  time  of  Edward  IV’s
death.  In fact he was  never  granted anything more  than the  second reversion  to
the  office, to take  effect after  the deaths of John, Lord  Dudley, who was
Constable in 1479, and Richard Fiennes,  Lord  Dacre, who held the first reversion.
Dacre, as it  happened, predeceased Dudley, who did not die until 1487, at the age
of  about  86.” Howard, therefore, never held  the  office  at  all.  Because Dudley was
too old to exercise the office in  person, the position of his deputy became
correspondingly_ significant.  At the  time  of Edward’s death it was  held  by no lesser
_a p_erson than Earl  Rivers, and a  letter  to his man of business, Andrew Dymmock,

-  written  on March 8, 1483, shows him to have  been' 111 the  process  of  transferring
the  office  to his nephew, Dorset. '1 It was a private arrangement and has  left  no
trace in official  records, but it is of great significance. What happened between the
date  when Dorset fled into sanctuary on the arrival of Richard in London on May
4  and the formal appointment of Sir Robert Brackenbury as Constable on  July 17
(superseding both Dudley and Howard) will  probably never be known. It is
possible that Howard, by virtue of his reversionary interest was asked to act as
constable  m  the interim, but it is  more  likely that Brackenbury’ s appointment was
a formal recognition of a position he had held for  some time. It would make more
sense for Richard to give such a key post to one of his own trusted men, than to  .
Howard, who as a great magnate, was much more of an unknown quantity in
May 1483.

No administrative records  from  the Towér have survived for this period, and
the only evidence that Howard had an connection with it appears to come  from
his own accounts. It is worth, therefore, looking at the relevant  entry more closely.
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21 May “Item, paid to Bassley that he paid at the  Tower  for 6 men for a day’s
labour,  3d. a man per day, 18d.; item, he paid to a carpenter for making 3  beds,  8d.;
item for l00  feet  of  board  and  a  quarter, 25. lld.; item for 2  sacks  of lime,  4d.;  for
nails for the  beds, 3d.,  for his dinner,  ld."”

The  accounts were  kept  by one of Howard’s  senior household  men, though not
necessarily his  steward, and they were  of  payments  made on  behalf  of his family
and  household.  No  payments  made  by virtue  of any of Howard’s  offices  are
entered  in  them.  For  instance, two  entries  close to the one in  question relate  to the
payment of Sir Richard Chamberlain for  boarding three  of Howard’s men for
three weeks, and to the  purchase  of a new lock and key for the back gate. Any
payment made specifically at Howard’s own  request always states  “by my Lord’s
commandment”.  The man  Bassley, paid  on May 21, was not a member of the
household, and was  probably a  London builder  or  carpenter:  in the previous
January he had delivered to  Howard’s  town  house  at  Stepney 900  “belet”
(probably billets  of  wood).“ Whether the carpenter he paid was one of his own
men or Howard’s  customary craftsman  is not clear. The  beds concerned were
cheap ones, for  attendants  or  servants, and the  lime  was far  more  likely to be for
whitewash or fertiliser than the  disposal  of bodies.

If  Howard  had had any official connection  with the  Tower,  no payment
relating to its business  would  have  been entered  in his private  accounts. Which
brings us to the interesting point—was the Tower referred to in the accounts in
fact the  Tower  of London? That it was, has  never  been  questioned, but in
December  1483, Howard received  a grant from the  Crown  of a house in the parish
of St. Thomas the Apostle. London, called the  Tower. which  formerly belonged to
Henry, Duke of  Somerset (d. 1464)." Whether  this was a  retrospective  grant and
Howard  already had  possession in May is  impossible  -to  determine, but it is
certainly a  point which  cannot  be ignored.  Even  if the account of payment is taken
strictly at  face value, it is  hardly likely that if  Howard  had any ulterior  motive, he
would  have  employed London workmen  to do the job and  gossip about it
afterwards.  What is incontrovertible is that the  work  was done and  paid  for  long
before York joined  his  brother  in the Tower.

On Monday, June  16, following the execution of Lord Hastings the previous
Friday, June  13, the  Council persuaded  the Queen to surrender  into  their hands
the young Duke of York." With the  sole  exception of the  Croyland Chronicle, all
the  primary narrative sources  put the delivery of  York  before the arrest of
Hastings, but that the Chronicle is correct is  confirmed  by a  letter from  Simon
Stallworthe, a  servant  of the Chancellor, to Sir William  Stonor, and by Howard’s
own  accounts, which hote payment for eight boats up and down the Thames to
Wastminster on  June 16.” The Council had been  trying for  some time  to get the
Queen  to  leave  sanctuary, chiefly because it was hardly dignified for the King to
be  crowned  with his mother and brother and  heir presumptive  in hiding. It may be
that the Council had already decided  to take the boy by force if his mother  would
not willingly give him up. Both the Croyland Chronicle and Mancini state  firmly
that the sanctuary was  surrounded  by armed  men, the  former  adding that
Cardinal  Bourchier, the archbishop of Canterbury, was  compelled to appeal to the
Queen and  exert  his influence to gain York, while  Mancini says he  acted  as he did
to  .avoid the violation of sanctuary." No  source doubts  for a  moment  the integrity
of Bourchier, and yet it is  difficult  to see how he could have been  compelled  to act
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as he did. He was quite old enough to have feigned  illness  (he had indeed been too
ill to attend  Edward  IV’s  funeral), and any idea that the  Cardinal felt  subsequent
events  to  have  impugned his  honour  is  belied  by the fact that he crowned Richard
and  made  use of the new King’s  trusted  servants, Brackenbury and Catesby, in
the administration of the  Canterbury estates." The Croyland Chronicle  says many
others  were likewise  compelled  to go with the  Cardinal, and Vergil specifically
names  Howard  as acting with him.  °  Whether or not  Howard  did  play a  role  as
conspicuous as that of the  Cardinal, the implication  seems  to be that  they were
both chosen  for the  task  because nobody, not even the Queen, would  doubt  their
integrity, that  they sincerely believed  no harm would  come  to the boy and  that  the
Queen overcame  her misgivings  because  they were men whose  word  she  trusted.

In referring to Howard’s  past  friendship -with the  Protector, Tucker  is
following Kendall, who  makes  a  considerable  point of comparing the similarities
both  in character and  career  between Howard and  Gloucester prior  to the  death
of  Edward  IV.“ He  notes  their loyal  service, martial  qualities, general straight-
forwardness, attachment  to their own  areas  rather than to the  court  and the
friendship that  developed  between them  during the Scottish campaign of which
they were  the  commanders  in  1481.  If this  last  is true, it can only have been
formed  during the  planning stages, for  there  is no evidence that Howard had any
communication with the  land forces once  he had put to  sea.  In his  desire  to
emphasise  Howard’s position as somehow  symbolic  of the authentic tradition of
the  Yorkists, Kendall  certainly overstates  his case, but Howard’s relations with
Gloucester  are obviously important. In the  early years  of Edward’s  reign, Howard
acted  as Richard’s deputy admiral for the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk, and
the two men, according to Howard’s  accounts,  met at Colchcster in 1469 and
travelled together to Bury St Edmunds, joining the king’s train as he  went  north to
deal  with Robin of Redesdalc. For the  next  ten  years  or so they appear to have
had  little  contact except for Admiralty business  and presumably the  occasional
meeting at court. In 1480 Howard  purchased  from Richard the manor of
Wivenoe in  Essex (formerly held by the attainted  Earl  of Oxford, who inherited it
from his mother, Howard’s  cousin  Elizabeth Howard) and in the following years
there  are  a  number of entries in his  accounts  rewarding the Duke’s minstrels,
trumpeters  and players, another taste the two  seem  to'have had in  common.  In
1482  Howard made  Richard  a  gift of  seven crossbows of wood and one of steel.22

Whether the two  were  friends in any real sense is  impossible  to judge from
the surviving evidence, though they were  certainly well-disposed  towards  each
other.  It is worth noting the great disparity in  their ages.  Howard was the  senior
by thirty-two  years, which  makes  a  close friendship much  less  likely.  What surely
led Howard to  support  Richard so strongly, first  as Protector and later as King,
was not so much friendship as the knowledge that Richard could  reverse
Edward’s  decision over  the Mowbray inheritance. This did not  require  York’s
death, merely an act of  Parliament.  No Woodville-controlled government  would
have done so, since  it was probably at the Queen’s instigation  that  the co-heirs
were  originally disinhen'ted in favour of her younger son.2 That  Howard  had any ‘
hand in that  son’s  death is inherently unlikely. Like many another issue'in this
turbulent period, it cannot be proved one way or another because of the
limitations  of the  evidence.  If Howard  supported Richard’s usurpation with the
Mowbray inheritance at the  forefront  of his mind, then he was not disappointed.
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On  June  28, two days  after Richard  became King, he was granted the dukedom of
Norfolk  and his  share  of the  estates.  He was  later  to  receive other  substantial
grants of  land, similar to those given to Buckingham, Stanley and
Northumberland.  Of them  all, Howard  was the  only one to  remain  truly loyal,
honouring the  bargain' he  made  with Richard  m  the spring of 1483, and dying with
him at  Bosworth.
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